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Abstract

Various types of defects exist in the solar cell surface because of some uncontrollable factors during the process of production. The solar cell surface defects detection is indispensable for the production of solar cell. The automatic defects detection methods based on computer vision have been widely used because of its convenience, real time and low cost. The state-of-the-art methods of solar cell surface defects detection based on computer vision are reviewed in this paper. Firstly, the typical defects of solar cell surface are summarized. Secondly, the state-of-the-art methods are classified into three categories: local scheme, global scheme and local-global scheme based methods, and separately introduced. Thirdly, the qualitative and exact evaluations of state-of-the-art methods are presented. The main contents of this paper and future development trends are summarized in the end.
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1. Introduction

Along with the worsening of environment and the decreasing of energy, the solar photovoltaic power generation has become one of the most attractive solutions [13]. Solar power generation has become more and more attractive for many countries because of its advantages of pollution-free, large reserves and convenient exploitation. Installed capacity of global solar will reach 74 GW by 2019. The development trend of the installed capacity of global solar [23] in recent years is shown in Figure 1. However, various types of defects exist in the surface of solar cells because of some uncontrollable factors during the production process [1]. The service life and power generation efficiency of the solar cell is affected significantly due to the defects of solar cell surface [12,27]. Thus the solar cell surface defects detection is very important for the production of solar cells.

![Figure 1. The development trend of global photovoltaic power capacity in recent years](image)

With the development of computer vision, the defects detection technology of the solar cells surface is gradually transforming from artificial detection to automatic detection. Artificial detection includes human visual methods [18,26] and
artificial physical methods. The human visual detection is easily affected by individual factors and environmental factors. The existing artificial physical methods can be summarized as follows. Chen et al. [7] presented a detection method based on a noise solution. Sawyer et al. [25] introduced an idea that used laser scanning technology to detect defects. Dallas et al. [9] proposed a resonance ultrasonic vibrations technique for defects inspection. Zhang et al. [41] introduced a method based on optical deep-level transient spectroscopy. Wen et al. [37] detected surface defects through interferometric analysis of electronic speckle patterns.

Compared with the above artificial methods, the automatic detection methods based on computer vision are fast, economical, intelligent and easier for on-line detection [3,4]. Therefore, these methods have become one of the main developing directions of the solar cell surface defects detection and are widely used in the production of solar cells. The basic flow of solar cell surface defects detection based on computer vision is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, the solar cells are illuminated uniformly by the light source to capture high quality images through camera. Secondly, the captured images are imported into the image processing module for defects detection. Finally, the defects detection results are usually presented in the form of binary image.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The typical defects of solar cells surface are summarized in section 2. In section 3, the existing defects detection methods based on computer vision are classified into three categories, and respectively introduced. The qualitative and exact evaluations of state-of-the-art methods are presented in section 4. The main contents of this paper and future development trends are given in section 5.
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Figure 2. The basic flow of solar cell surface defects detection based on computer vision

2. Typical defects of solar cells surface

Various defects of solar cell surface may appear during the production of solar cells due to some uncontrollable factors, such as: manual errors, mechanical pressure caused by the machine breakdown, etc. [29,37]. The typical solar cell surface defects and their causes are shown in Table 1. Four kinds of typical defects in Table 1 are shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defects</th>
<th>Causes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scratch</td>
<td>Mechanical pressure,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken gate</td>
<td>Improper manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing angle</td>
<td>Miscut,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breakage</td>
<td>Collision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common spot</td>
<td>Hygiene problem,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint</td>
<td>Manual errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue spot</td>
<td>Chemical reaction is not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>uniform in the coating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3. Four kinds of typical defects
3. State-of-the-art Methods

The solar cell surface defects detection methods based on computer vision can be roughly divided into three categories: 1) local scheme based methods, 2) global scheme based methods, 3) local-global scheme based methods in which the local scheme and global scheme are jointly used for defects detection. The three kinds of methods and comparison of their characteristics will be introduced as follows.

3.1. Defects detection based on local scheme

A majority of existing methods can be classified into the first category, which mainly consists of two steps. Firstly, the local image features are extracted, such as: gradient, texture, local intensity contrast, etc. Secondly, the defective regions are segmented by threshold, clustering, etc. according to the local features. A brief introduction of some representative works of this kind of methods will be given as follows.

A local gradient features based method was proposed by Anwar et al. [5] for surface defects detection. Each region will be sharpened or smoothed by anisotropic diffusion according to its gradient value. Therefore, the defective regions are sharpened because their gradient value is obviously greater than the non-defective regions. In contrast, the non-defective regions are smoothed. The defective regions are thus highlighted in the new image obtained by aforementioned sharpening and smoothing operation. A difference image in which most of the non-defective regions are eliminated can be obtained by subtracting the new image from original image. Finally, simple threshold segmentation and morphological operations are imposed on the difference image to get the result image.

Tsai et al. [31] proposed a detection method which used the entropy of local gradient direction for defects detection. Firstly, the edge image is obtained through the edge detection of input image. Secondly, the entropy of gradient direction is calculated within each neighborhood of edge image for obtaining the entropy image due to the motivation that the gradient direction of edge within non-defective regions is more consistent than those within defective regions. Thirdly, the entropy image is smoothed by using the mean-shift algorithm, which can suppress the noises but reserve the edges. Finally, the smoothed entropy image is segmented by a simple threshold processing to get the binary image.

An effective method which combined the local gradient features with PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization) algorithm was proposed by Aghamohammadi et al. [2]. As shown in Figure 4, the PSO algorithm is used for edge detection to get the edge image. Secondly, the texture map is obtained by the texture feature extraction of the edge image. Thirdly, the crack feature extraction is carried out by the gradient computation of texture map. Finally, the cracks and grid lines are extracted from the input image according to the crack feature map, and sent to the fuzzy logic system for the identification of cracks.

![Flowchart of Aghamohammadi et al. [2]](image)

Xu et al. [38] introduced an Otsu segmentation based approach for defects inspection. First of all, the surface image of solar cell array is smoothed by a Gaussian filter. Then, the edge detection and image segmentation technique is imposed on the smoothed image for the segmentation of single solar cell. Thirdly, the single solar cell surface image is divided into background and foreground by Otsu segmentation. Fourthly, the lines detection of segmented image is implemented through Hough transform. Finally, the detection result is obtained by subtracting the lines detection result from smoothed image. The detection procedure is shown in Figure 5.
A defects detection method which combined the local descriptors with SVM (support vector machine) was proposed by Demant et al. [11]. First of all, a set of labeled samples generated by artificial insertion of cracks is required for training SVM. The rich diversity of crack samples is necessary for the representativeness of sample set. Secondly, a set of local descriptors is used to extract the features of training samples and captured images. The feature vectors of training samples are used to train the SVM in training mode. The surface cracks are recognized by importing the feature vectors of captured image into the SVM in testing mode. Other excellent works based on local scheme include Tsai et al. [34], Fu et al. [13], Takahashi et al. [28], Fuyuki et al [14], Demant et al [10] etc.

![Figure 5. Detection procedure of Xu et al. [38]](image)

3.2. Defects detection based on global scheme

The implementation of this kind of methods mainly consisted of two steps. First of all, the input image is transformed integrally by Fourier transform, Wavelet transform, and matrix factorization etc. Then, the detecting result can be obtained by inverse transformation of intermediate results, which are gotten by the proper processing of transforming image. Some of the representative works of this kind of methods are briefly introduced in the following paragraphs.

A Fourier transform based method was presented by Tsai et al. [32]. First of all, the spectral image is obtained through the Fourier transform of input image. Secondly, a new spectral image is generated by setting the possible frequency components associated with defective regions to zero. Thirdly, the “defect-free” image is gotten by applying the inverse Fourier transform to the new spectral image. Finally, the defective regions are detected by subtracting the “defect-free” image from input image.

A similar method which adopts wavelet-based discriminant measure for defects inspection was proposed by Li et al. [20]. The wavelet multiresolution decomposition of input image is firstly implemented. The wavelet coefficients of each resolution are regarded as the features of input image. The difference between coefficients of two successive resolutions is used for weights of features. The defects are finally extracted from the background according to the weighted features.

Applying matrix decomposition for defects detection is another classical global based scheme. A SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) based method was proposed by Lu et al. [21]. Firstly, the SVD of original image matrix is implemented. Then, the singular values, which represent the background information, are eliminated from the diagonal matrix. The final detection result is reconstructed from the remainder singular values.
A detection method [39] based on low rank matrix recovery is similar to [21]. The original image matrix is decomposed into the sum of a low rank matrix, which implies the homogeneous background texture, and a sparse matrix, which represents the irregular defects. The resultant image is finally derived from the sparse matrix.

Yen et al. [40] presented an efficient method based on auto-thresholding and projection approach for inspecting busbar and finger defects. As shown in Figure 6, the median filter is first used for suppressing the impulse noises. Secondly, a binary image is obtained by applying the auto-thresholding technique to the denoised image. Then, a projection method [19] is cited for identifying the busbars and fingers. The vertical scanning detection is implemented for busbars inspection after the localization of busbar regions. The scanning pixels of which gray-scale values are zero are marked green in the captured image for the visualization of busbar defects. The procedure of fingers inspection is similar to the busbars inspection. Other relevant works of using global scheme for surface defects detection include Brooks et al. [6], Mahdavipour et al. [22], Teo et al. [30], Wang [35] etc.

The local-global scheme based methods are presented in this section. The core idea of this kind of methods is combining local scheme with global scheme. For instance, the local scheme and global scheme are jointly used through machine learning, such as, ICA (Independent Component Analysis), deep learning, etc. Some of typical works are briefly introduced as follows.

Ko et al. [17] proposed a method in which the local difference and global morphological operations are combined for defects detection. As shown in Figure 7, the histogram equalization is firstly used for contrast enhancement of input image. Secondly, the gray scale difference between the defective regions and non-defective regions is enlarged by applying the anisotropic diffusion. The difference between the original image and smoothed image will highlight the defective regions. The initial result is obtained by using a simple binary thresholding. The morphological operations and particle filter which are separately used for filling the gaps and removing the isolate outliers are applied to the post-processing of initial result.

An ICA based method is proposed by Tsai et al. [33] for defects localization. In training stage, the defect-free images are divided into a set of sub-images, which is used for training the basis components through ICA algorithm. In the testing stage, the input image is projected onto the set of basis components for obtaining its feature matrix. The reconstruction
image of input image is derived from the basis components and the feature matrix. The difference of the input image and reconstruction image is considered as the evaluation metric for defects detection.

Recently, Wang et al. [36] introduced a deep learning based method. In the training stage, first of all, an unsupervised layer-wise training method is used for pre-training the DBN (deep belief networks). Then, the weights of DBN are fine tuned by the defect-free samples. In the testing stage, the captured image is imported into the DBN to obtain the constructed image. The difference of the test image and the reconstructed image is used to determine whether or not the test image is a defective image. Other relevant works of using local-global scheme for surface defects detection include Gong et al. [15], Kim et al. [16], etc.

Figure 7. The flow char of [17]

### 3.4. Comparison of three kinds of methods

The comparison of aforementioned three kinds of methods is shown in Table 2. The local scheme based methods are good at detection of cracks and broken bars. The global scheme based methods usually apply to multi-defects occasions, especially strip defects. The performance of local-global scheme based methods is more balanced for various defects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General description</th>
<th>Local scheme based methods</th>
<th>Global scheme based methods</th>
<th>Local-global scheme based methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main idea</strong></td>
<td>Defective areas are localized by segmentation techniques according to local features.</td>
<td>The captured image is integrally transformed. The transformed image is properly processed and inversely transformed to obtain the detection results.</td>
<td>The local and global schemes are jointly used for defects detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Features</strong></td>
<td>Good at detection of crack, broken bar.</td>
<td>Apply to multi-defects occasions, especially for strip defects.</td>
<td>Balanced performance for various defects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Evaluation

#### 4.1. Datasets

Up to now, all the published works use their own datasets for evaluation; however, all of the datasets are not publicly available. The existed datasets can be classified into two categories: 1) include multiple types of defects, 2) only micro-cracks included, and will be separately reviewed as follows.
The first kind of datasets is used to evaluate the overall performance of detection methods. A dataset containing 323 test images was proposed by Tsai et al. [32], of which 308 test images were defect-free images and 15 test images were defective images containing micro-cracks, breaks, and finger-interruption. Another dataset containing 96 test images was proposed by Li et al. [20], of which 50 were defect-free images and 46 were defective images containing 13 contaminant images, 8 finger-interruption images and 25 saw-mark images. Qian et al. [24] presented a dataset which consists of 60 defect-free images and 40 defective images.

The second kind of datasets is specifically used for evaluating the capability of detecting micro-cracks since the micro-cracks detection is one of the most important tasks of solar cell surface defects detection. Anwar et al. [5] introduced a dataset which contains 313 defect-free images and 287 defective images. A dataset containing 2000 test images was proposed by Chiou et al. [8], of which 1967 test images were defect-free images and 33 test images were defective images. Another dataset proposed by Mahdavipour et al. [22] contained 100 test images, and all of images contained micro-cracks.

4.2. Qualitative Evaluation

A majority of published works [8,20,24,32] evaluated their methods in this way. Qualitative evaluation only focuses on the capability that correctly decides whether or not the defects are existed. The detection accuracy is defined as:

$$\text{Accuracy} = \frac{N_P}{N} \times 100\%$$

where $N$ denotes the number of all the test images, $N_P$ denotes the number of test images which are correctly identified.

The qualitative detected results of ([8,20,24,32]) are shown in Table 3. It’s worth noting that the statistics of the listed 4 methods are cited from their papers because their source codes and datasets are not shared.

As shown in Table 3, the detection accuracy of the listed 4 methods reaches or closes to 100%. As a matter of fact, the performance of state-of-the-art methods is comparable with each other in terms of qualitative evaluation if the difference of testing datasets is ignored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample types</th>
<th>Number of samples</th>
<th>Detection results</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defect-free[20]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective[20]</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective[24]</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective[24]</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective[8]</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective[8]</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective[32]</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defective[32]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Exact evaluation

A few published works [5,24] adopted this evaluation mode. Unlike qualitative evaluation, the capability that precisely localize the defective regions is exactly quantified by calculating Precision($P$), Recall($R$) and F-measure($F$) which can be formulated as:

$$P = \frac{R_P}{R_d}$$

$$R = \frac{R_P}{R_f}$$

$$F = 2 \times \frac{P \times R}{P + R}$$

where $R_d$ denotes the detected defective regions, $R_f$ denotes the human-marked defective regions which are considered as ground truth of defects, $R_P$ denotes the intersection of $R_d$ and $R_f$. The exact detected results of ([5,24]) are shown in Table 4. The statistics of the listed 2 methods are also cited from their papers.
As shown in Table 4, the overall performance of [24] is significantly superior than [5] if the difference of testing datasets is ignored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anwar et al.[5]</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qian et al.[24]</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

The state-of-the-art methods of solar cell surface defects detection based on computer vision are reviewed in this paper. The typical defects of solar cell surface are firstly introduced. Then, the state-of-the-art methods are classified into three categories and introduced separately. Qualitative and exact evaluations of several state-of-the-art works are presented in the end.

In our opinion, maybe the weakly-supervised deep learning is a promising research directions. The traditional deep neural networks have a strong ability for feature extraction; however, a lot of human annotated samples that always come with a heavy cost are required. The weakly-supervised deep learning which uses a large number of weak labels and a small amount of strong labels for pre-training and fine-tuning separately may be a good choice for effective defects detection. The weak labels only include the information that whether or not the defects are existed. The strong labels precisely mark the defective regions.
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